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5 String Bass Guitar Fretboard Note Chart
Presents detailed instructions for building a standard 6-string solid body model guitar and bass, using common tools and
easy-to-order materials, and providing resources for obtaining electronic components and other hardware. Includes
pictures and diagrams of each aspect of the construction: body shape, bridge types, neck and headstock, cutting and
shaping, and assembly.
Essential chords for 5-String Bass Guitar in 12 keys. 1000 charts with fingerings and note names. Chords : major, 5
(power chord), 6, 7, 7sus4, 9, add9, aug, dim, m, m6, m7, m7b5, m9, maj7, sus2, sus4. 50 backing tracks.
Learn bass fingerboard secrets with this quick and useful guide through the fundamental triad and seventh chord
arpeggios. Learn to recognize these essential items and to easily find them over the whole neck. Each chord in
Encyclopedia of Bass Arpeggios is provided with a brief introductory chart analyzing the arpeggios rising from chords and
relevant inversions. The development in one and two octaves follows, considering the different positions and fingerings
starting from the 3rd, the 4th, and the 5th strings. All arpeggios are presented in standard notation and tablature. Finally,
a table summarizes the scales to be used with each type of chord. As well as a valuable reference for all bass players,
this book gives students a fresh and comprehensive tool to practice arpeggios in a very simple and constructive way. An
excellent opportunity to gain a fluent understanding of the fretboard and to hone playing skills in terms of dexterity and
accuracy. For 4-string and 5-string bass.
Yes, you can play chords on your bass! The bass guitar is under-exploited as a chordal instrument. There are many uses
for chords on the bass---from jazz chord solos to heavy-funk power riffs. This book explores these applications and offers
you the opportunity to put them to use with the included audio. The recording features eight extended play-along tracks in
styles including jazz, funk, blues and rock. Whether you are just beginning, or are looking to deepen your understanding
of the instrument and infuse your playing with exciting new possibilities, this book is for you. The Bass Chord
Encyclopedia is your ultimate resource for chord voicings on the four- and five-string bass guitar.
This book is designed to give 5-string electric bass players an understanding of the bass fingerboard. Such knowledge is
essential for the creation of melodic bass lines. Bass players must be able to perform on their instruments to the utmost
of their abilities. To do so, they need the same tools that make any musician a powerful performer. The first set of tools
consists of scales and arpeggios, which are the basic units from which all melodies and chord progressions are derived.
This book will teach you, with a minimum of pain and lost sleep, to play these patterns over the entire range of this
beautiful instrument. Written in notation, tablature, and fretboard diagrams. Every exercise appears on the accompanying
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CD.
More than any rock artist since The Beatles, Radiohead's music inhabits the sweet spot between two extremes: on the
one hand, music that is wholly conventional and conforms to all expectations of established rock styles, and, on the other
hand, music so radically experimental that it thwarts any learned notions. While averting mainstream trends but still
achieving a significant level of success in both US and UK charts, Radiohead's music includes many surprises and
subverted expectations, yet remains accessible within a framework of music traditions. In Everything in its Right Place:
Analyzing Radiohead, Brad Osborn reveals the functioning of this reconciliation of extremes in various aspects of
Radiohead's music, analyzing the unexpected shifts in song structure, the deformation of standard 4/4 backbeats, the
digital manipulation of familiar rock 'n' roll instrumentation, and the expected resolutions of traditional cadence structures.
Expanding on recent work in musical perception, focusing particularly on form, rhythm and meter, timbre, and harmony,
Everything in its Right Place treats Radiohead's recordings as rich sonic ecosystems in which a listener participates in an
individual search for meaning, bringing along expectations learned from popular music, classical music, or even
Radiohead's own compositional idiolect. Radiohead's violations of these subjective expectation-realization chains prompt
the listener to search more deeply for meaning within corresponding lyrics, biographical details of the band, or intertextual
relationships with music, literature, or film. Synthesizing insights from a range of new methodologies in the theory of pop
and rock, and specifically designed for integration into music theory courses for upper level undergraduates, Everything
in its Right Place is sure to find wide readership among scholars and students, as well as avid listeners who seek a
deeper understanding of Radiohead's distinctive juxtapositional style.
A hands-on guide to bass guitar repair. with photographs, diagrams, and sketches made by the author, John LeVan and some provided by
manufacturers. It even includes a forward written by Bob Taylor of Taylor Guitars. Learn how to:•
Bass EncycloMedia is the most complete reference of guitar knowledge available. It contains all the chords, scales and arpeggios necessary
to perform any song in any style. In addition, numerous suggestions on how to combine these chords, scales and arpeggios will enable you to
play something uniquely different - every time with every song!
This method book has been devised for bass players (also beginners) using electric or acoustic basses with 4, 5, and 6 strings. It aims at
reinforcing both harmonics and instrumental technique: on the one hand, the exercises presented here will improve a player's harmonic
knowledge of the fretboard; on the other, they will boost their technical mastery of the instrument. With performing experience and constant
practice, harmonic knowledge will easily turn into harmonic competence, while technical skills will become functional to musical needs, rather
than muscular ones. To sum up, this method book offers a variety of exercises that will strengthen both the harmonic and technical abilities of
its readers. The author has personally devised and tested these exercises in his capacity as a professor of electric bass studies at the
conservatoires of Cosenza, Potenza, and Matera (Italy). They aim at exploring the world of TRIADS and main TETRADS (the compass every
bass player should refer to when developing their accompanying lines for any musical genre), as well as PENTATONIC SCALES and
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MAJOR and MINOR SCALES.Some of the exercises focus on making players assimilate the knowledge of the FIRST POSITION OF THE
FIONGERBOARD and the use of the FREE STRINGS, which are often both overlooked. Each exercise has been provided with specific
fingering to improve the ORGANISATIONAL SKILLS OF THE LEFT HAND on the fretboard, so that it may learn to move appropriately in
accordance with position changes and plan which direction to take. A whole section is devoted to the improvement of LEGATO (HAMMERONS and PULL-OFFS), as well as to the boosting of agility and control of the RIGHT HAND within the traditional technical approach to
electric bass playing. 31 out of about 50 exercises of this book are also performed in VIDEOS that are uploaded ONLINE. It should be noted
that the present method book is the 1st of a two-volume work. The 2nd volume is aimed at more advanced bassists. Moreover, this book
does not aim at teaching alternative techniques such as thumb slapping, tapping and so on, although practising with legato and chords will
eventually lead its readers to master them, too.
This book is designed to simplify learning guitar for music therapists and educators, particularly elementary school music teachers. The
methods utilized in the book can also be used by anyone wishing to learn to play the guitar. There are simple step-by-step methods to learn
how to play the guitar while learning how to read music. These steps are accompanied by videos for each lesson that allows the student to
see and hear the lesson being learned. This is a revolutionary concept in music education. The book has been reviewed by several
professors of music and music therapy and has received great acclaim.
This volume is an instruction book designed for pianists, stick and touchstyle guitarists, percussionists and anyone who wishes to develop the
rhythmic independence of their hands, concentrating on quarter, eighth and sixteenth note rhythms and is a thesaurus of rhythmic patterns.
All examples use one pitch, allowing the student to focus completely on time and rhythm. The exercises in this book gradually incorporate
more and more complex rhythmic patterns making it a useful tool for both the beginning and the advanced student. Audio examples for all
exercises in the form of midi files can be downloaded from the internet.
Enhanced by a CD featuring examples from the book, an instruction guide shows guitarists how to apply their knowledge to the bass,
including coverage of chords, progressions, and reading music in bass clef and TAB.

How low can you go? The 5-string bass stretches the limits of normal bass playing to give you notes that are needed for many
styles of contemporary music---including gospel, Latin, funk, metal, and pop. This book teaches you how to incorporate the 5th
string into all these styles and more. You'll learn how the 5th string can open up new fingering possibilities and allow you to play a
wider range of pitches economically---without moving your left hand up and down the neck. Opening your mind to these new
possibilities is just a start; the bottom line of playing 5-string is playing notes you can really feel! All examples are notated in both
standard music notation and TAB, and the CD included with the book allows you to hear the examples and play along.
While the history of musical instruments is nearly as old as civilisation itself, the science of acoustics is quite recent. By
understanding the physical basis of how instruments are used to make music, one hopes ultimately to be able to give physical
criteria to distinguish a fine instrument from a mediocre one. At that point science may be able to come to the aid of art in
improving the design and performance of musical instruments. As yet, many of the subtleties in musical sounds of which
instrument makers and musicians are aware remain beyond the reach of modern acoustic measurements. This book describes the
results of such acoustical investigations - fascinating intellectual and practical exercises. Addressed to readers with a reasonable
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grasp of physics who are not put off by a little mathematics, this book discusses most of the traditional instruments currently in use
in Western music. A guide for all who have an interest in music and how it is produced, as well as serving as a comprehensive
reference for those undertaking research in the field.
Presents the most commonly used scales and modes with fretboard diagrams for four-string bass. A beautiful photo of a fourstring electric bass is labeled with string numbers, open string names, and the fret location of all the natural notes on the fretboard.
A must-have for every bassist's studio, practice room, or bedroom wall. Note: The sample for this product is an image of the entire
chart. It may take a while to load.
There are tens of thousands of different possible chords on the bass-guitar in BEADGC tuning! Create your own chord shapes
from over 650 easy-to-read full fingerboard diagrams covering 55 different chord types in all keys. Diagrams for more complicated
chord types illustrate both the optional and essential notes. Notes are illustrated up to the position 17 semitones above the nut to
allow easy visualisation of chord shapes around the octave. This book includes chords used in all types of music from classical
through blues to rock and jazz and is the companion to 'A Visual Guide to Scales for 6-String Bass Guitar'. The 55 different chord
types covered by this book include: 5 5#11 7 (no 3) aug dim maj maj7 (no 3) min sus2 sus4 6 {6/9} (no 3) 7 7b5 7sus2 7sus4 add9
aug7 dim7 maj7 min6 min7 min7#5 min7b5 min(maj7) sus2/sus4 6#11 6/9 7{#5/#9} 7{#5/b9} 7#9 7{b5/#9} 7{b5/b9} 7b9 9 9sus4
aug9 maj7#11 maj7add11 maj7{sus2/#11} maj9 min6/9 min9 min9(maj7) 13sus4 9#11 maj9#11 min11 13 13#11 13#9 13b9 maj13
maj13#11 min13
(Fake Book). The Nashville Number System is the standard way for a professional country musician to notate a song. The system
has been around since the 1950s, and it rapidly became widespread within the country music community because of how
efficiently it can represent music. In essence, a Nashville number chart conveys the harmony, key, meter, rhythm, phrase
structure, instrumentation, arrangement, and form of a song all on a single piece of paper. An introduction is included that
thoroughly explains how to use the book. Lyrics are not included. This valuable resource gathers together 200 country standards
from yesterday's favorites to today's chart-topping hits, including: Achy Breaky Heart (Don't Tell My Heart) * Act Naturally * All the
Gold in California * Always on My Mind * Amazed * Battle of New Orleans * Before He Cheats * Before the Next Teardrop Falls *
Behind Closed Doors * Bless the Broken Road * Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain * Boot Scootin' Boogie * A Boy Named Sue *
Breathe * Coal Miner's Daughter * Could I Have This Dance * Crazy * The Dance * Delta Dawn * The Devil Went down to Georgia
* Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue * Elvira * Folsom Prison Blues * Friends in Low Places * The Gambler * God Bless the U.S.A.
* He Stopped Loving Her Today * Hey, Good Lookin' * I Hope You Dance * I Walk the Line * I Will Always Love You * In Color *
Jesus Take the Wheel * King of the Road * Live like You Were Dying * The Long Black Veil * Lucille * Luckenbach, Texas (Back to
the Basics of Love) * Mean * Need You Now * On the Road Again * Redneck Woman * Springsteen * Stand by Your Man * This
Kiss * You're Still the One * Your Cheatin' Heart * and more!
Keep track of your favorite (and new) chords with this blank fretboard book. Contains 120 pages with 36 blank fretboards on each
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page with 8 frets. Fretboard books in this series include banjo, 4-string bass, 5-string bass, 6-string bass, guitar, 7-string guitar,
mandolin and ukulele. Each page contains 36 fretboards waiting to be filled. A fretboard book for every need.
Teach yourself how to play bass with our easy 5 string bass guitar lessons for beginners. ***Comes with online access to free
audio demonstrating all examples. Hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play along.*** "This book explores the potential
that the added string gives you on a 5 string bass. It's also great for learning chord arpeggios and scales, which are essential for
writing your own bass lines. This book is invaluable for anyone who has bought a 5 string bass. I love this book! This is my favorite
bass book!" - Jim Patterson, Honolulu HI Progressive 5 String Bass contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great 5
string bass player - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson 5 string bass tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of basses. No
prior knowledge of how to read music or playing the bass is required to teach yourself to learn to play bass from this book. Teach
yourself: • How to play five string bass guitars • How to play bass notes, bass arpeggios, bass grooves and beginner bass scales
used in 5 string bass music • All the fundamental techniques of 5 string bass playing • Bass theory for learning how to read bass
music for beginners and how to read bass tabs for beginners • How to tune a bass • 5 string bass tips and bass tricks that every
player should know when learning bass • Shortcuts for how to learn bass fast by getting the most from bass practice sessions
Contains everything you need to know to learn to play the bass today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy
beginners bass lessons written by a professional bass teacher • Complete with photos and diagrams • Easy-to-read bass music
for beginners and easy bass tabs for beginners with chords for accompaniment • Bass chord pattern diagrams for all important
bass chord arpeggios • 68 bass exercises, bass scales and bass arpeggios Beginner bass lessons have never been this easy for
anyone who wants to learn how to play the bass, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's 5 string bass guitar lessons for beginners are
used by students and bass teachers worldwide to learn how to play bass. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors,
composers and musicians have crafted bass lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a huge selection of music
instruction books that cover many different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality
Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality
music education resources.
Recommended for every bassist regardless of playing ability or musical taste. Starting with all the basics a beginner needs to
know, yet it builds at a steady progressive rate through advanced and professional level techniques and applications. A scale
encyclopedia, but more importantly showing every possible way to use these scales to make music with them. Over 5 years of
private lessons ($5000.00 at current weekly lesson rates). Master every note, every scale, every key, in every position on the
entire fretboard of your bass guitar! This is the only course you will ever need to learn scales, and play melodic bass lines and fills
- And it's all in one book! * Traditional music notation and TAB, (tablature), throughout the entire book * Written for 4, 5, and 6
string bass * Improve playing ability and improvisation * Write great bass lines, melodies and fills * Understanding of key changes
and modes simplified * Other books, videos, even ongoing series, don't compare * This method is highly praised by beginner
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through PRO players * Master your bass on the entire fretboard * Each lesson is built on what you have learned from previous
pages in the book * Includes every scale known * A valued reference for as long as you play bass guitar * Professional and college
level made easy * 152 JAM-PACKED PAGES ! * Cover Endorsed and Licensed by Ken Smith Basses
This classic collection provides fretted dulcimer players with an authentic Irish repertoire. The 31 selections include jigs, slides,
hornpipes, polkas, reels, slow airs, harp tunes, and songs. Accompaniment chords and musical notation are provided for other
instruments. The modal music of Ireland fits well to the modal techniques and nuances of the dulcimer. It can drone like the uillean
pipes, be rhythmic as a bodhran, and melodic like a fiddle. Lois gives the dulcimer player an important introduction to the
techniques of applying Irish music to the dulcimer. Consider this the beginning of a new approach to an old music, and a point of
departure for your own interpretations of tunes you love
In today’s digital age, learning and creating music has never been so easy and affordable. Anyone can enhance their musical
knowledge, skills, and creativity with the multitude of music apps available. However, sifting through thousands of music apps in
the Apple App Store and Google Play can be a daunting task for any musician or music instructor. But not anymore! Having spent
countless hours researching the most interesting useful, educational, fun, and easy-to-use music apps, Elizabeth C. Axford in
Music Apps for Musicians and Music Teachers surveys the landscape of music-related apps for both iOS and Android mobile
devices, including tablets and smartphones. Music Apps for Musicians and Music Teachers lists hundreds of music-related apps
organized by category, including singing, musical instruments, music theory and composition, songwriting, improvisation,
recording, evaluating music performances, listening to music, music history and literature, music appreciation, and more. App
developers are listed with each app, including links to their websites for updates and support. The book sections and chapters
align with the newly revised National Standards for Music Education released in 2014 by the National Association for Music
Education. Suggested activities for educators are provided, as well as key terms and a bibliography. Music Apps for Musicians and
Music Teachers is for anyone interested in music, whether hobbyist or professional. It enhances the ability to learn on the go by
offering musicians, music students, and music instructors a list of the most useful music apps available.
"A guide for the first time builder. The definitive work on the design and construction of a solid body electric guitar." --back cover.
General Reference
Traditionally the classic guitar has been either excluded or inadequately represented in orchestration textbooks, resulting in much
misinformation about its technique, its practicality in various performance contexts, and its character. the guitar's unique tuning,
broad timbral variety and intimate nature pose a formidable challenge to non-guitarist composers, for whom an extensive amount
of time would be required to gain even a minimal hands-on acquaintance. for most composers this is an unrealistic expectation,
leading to time-consuming consultations and extensive drafting or rewriting.The purpose of this book is to provide the non-guitarist
composer with the fundamental tools needed to write idiomatically for the guitar. the first of its kind for the guitar, the reference was
written in consultation with dozens of composers and conceived with three types of end users in mind:•
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Do you love sitting at home playing guitar, but find yourself playing the same old things over and over without making much
progress? When other musicians invite you to jam, do you worry that you won’t be able to keep up? Are you a veteran guitarist
who has played for years, but you’re embarrassed to admit you have no idea what you’re doing? If you want to take your guitar
playing to the next level, compose songs like you hear on the radio, and improvise your own music, then you need Fretboard
Theory. Fretboard Theory by Desi Serna teaches music theory for guitar including scales, chords, progressions, modes and more.
The hands-on approach to theory shows you how music "works" on the guitar fretboard by visualizing shapes and patterns and
how they connect to make music. Content includes: * Learn pentatonic and major scale patterns as used to play melodies, riffs,
solos, and bass lines * Move beyond basic chords and common barre chords by playing the types of chord inversions and chord
voicings used by music's most famous players * Chart guitar chord progressions and play by numbers like the pros * Identify
correct scales to play over chords and progressions so you can improvise at will * Create new sounds with music modes and get
to know Ionian, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, Aeolian and Locrian * Add variety to your playing by using intervals such as
thirds, fourths, and sixths * Increase your chord vocabulary by using added chord tones and extensions to play chord types such
as major 7, minor 7, sus2, sus4, add9, and more * Learn how all the different aspects of music fit together to make a great song *
See how theory relates to popular styles of music and familiar songs Fretboard Theory will have you mastering music like a pro
easier and faster than you ever thought possible. Plus, it's the ONLY GUITAR THEORY RESOURCE in the world that includes
important details to hundreds of popular songs. You learn how to play in the style of pop, rock, acoustic, blues, and more! This
guitar instruction is perfect whether you want to jam, compose or just understand the music you play better. The material is
suitable for both acoustic and electric guitar, plus it features many references to bass. Level: Recommended for intermediate level
players on up. Video Fretboard Theory is also available as a 21-hour video series that is sold separately on the author's
GuitarMusicTheory.com website. Visit the website and sign up for email lessons to sample the footage. Fretboard Theory Volume
II When you're ready to take your playing to the next level, get the second book in the series, Fretboard Theory Volume II, which is
also available as a 12-hour video series.
5-String Bass Guitar Lessons for BeginnersTeach Yourself How to Play Bass (Free Audio Available)LearnToPlayMusic.com
Keep track of your favorite (and new) chords with this blank fretboard book. Fretboard books in this series include banjo, 4-string
bass, 5-string bass, 6-string bass, guitar, 7-string guitar, mandolin and ukulele. Each page contains 36 fretboards waiting to be
filled. A fretboard book for every need.
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